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Aim
●

●

●

Radio interferometry data sets are
becoming complex and huge, and
increasingly cumbersome to deal with
Pipelines are already being widely used
to process (radio interferometry) data
Pipelines save a lot of time, but each
have their pro's and con's
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Overview
●

●

●
●

Pipelines (data reduction),
●
what and why?
●
principles!
●
what's out there?
CASA, AIPS, other pipelines
●
Example: ALMA pipeline by
Liz Humphreys hereafter!
Design your own!
Cautionary notes
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Pipeline?
●

Dictionary (noun)
●

●

●

1] A long pipe, typically underground, for

conveying oil, gas, etc. over long distances
●
1.1] A channel or system supplying goods or
information
2] Computing: A linear sequence of
specialized modules used for “processing”
3] (In surfing) the hollow formed by the
breaking of a very large wave
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Pipeline?
●

Wikipedia.org (e.g.)
●

Pipeline (computing), a chain of dataprocessing stages and/or processes

A pipeline is a set of data processing elements
connected in series, where the output of one
element is the input of the next one
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Pipeline?
●

Observatories (support part):
●

●

Telescope data describing an
observation, processed from its original
state (...) to the form in which it is
presented to the end user
Here: “raw”/archive data → observer
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Pipeline?
●

Observatory directors:
●

Proposal →
(observer/staf → telescope → staf)
→ “science ready images”
images

●

What are “science ready images”?

●

What about the resources?
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Pipeline?

●

●

Pipelines are useful to process data in a
consistent way, for procedures that are
known or can be derived automatically
Heuristics!
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Pipeline?

●

●

Pipelines have a defined input or starting
point, and a purpose or goal with a
defined final data product or outcome
Not always explicit...
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Pipeline?

●

A “pipeline” can be a simple few-line
script, to a multi-purpose, flexible and
complex data processing path with many
diferent procedures, even a pipeline of
pipelines, all depending on the goal
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Why pipelines?
●

●

●

●

Observatory perspective
Observations → publications!
●
Telescopes are more and more complex
●
Can collect a wealth of data
Data reduction → results, a bottle neck?
●
Speed up or take away bumps
Happy scientific community
●
Faster turn-around of efort
●
Ease of use → more/new observers
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Why pipelines?
●

●

●

●

Observers perspective
Observations → publications!
●
Telescopes are more and more complex
●
Can collect a wealth of data
Data reduction → results, a bottle neck!
●
Speed up or take away bumps
Happy scientific community
●
Faster turn-around of efort
●
Ease of use → more/new observations
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Why pipelines?
●

●

Also (observer perspective):
●
Observatory generally best knows, e.g.,
- What to flag as bad data
- How to optimize calibration
●
Observatory has the infrastructure
●
Pipeline can reduce data set size
●
Allows for science instead of processing
But note:
●
Science/result is domain of observer!
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Why pipelines?
●

●

Pipelines are good!
- Provide consistent approach
- Apply accumulated knowledge
- Saves distraction from doing science
However, every pipeline has its limitations
- Make sure these are understood
- Best efort approach
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Principles of pipelines
●

Pipelines do what they are programmed to
do and typically do it well and efficiently:
take input, attempt goal, deliver product

●

Ideally only use the information contained in
the data, possibly with hooks for override
Hooks should be for fine-tuning only, not for
requiring human intervention to run
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Principles of pipelines
●

●

●

Apply sequence of processes, each tuned
with its own heuristics to achieve sub-goal
Each sub-goal should be evaluated (QA)
before attempting next step:
→ go/no-go
Reporting is one of the key final products
(e.g., log-file, progress plot, process timing)
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Principles of pipelines
●

Main types of pipelines:
- Observatory run pipelines
●
Push data to community
- User run pipelines
●
(re)Process project
- Private/personal pipelines...
●
Any particular goal
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Principles of pipelines
●

●

Observatory pipelines are run by staf, run
on all eligible observations with a general
goal and typically not well advertised or
documented
User pipelines are run by the user on a
limited number of observations with a
specific goal in a data reduction package
and therefore usually better documented
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Principles of pipelines
●

For example:
- extract observation from archive
- load into data reduction package
- remove/flag bad data
- calibrate instrument (dly,bp,pol,flx)
- calibrate environment (d/dt)
- apply total calibration
- make images
- deliver products to final destination
each step/sub-goal has its heuristics/QA
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Principles of pipelines
●

●

Quality of processing and QA more
important than processing speed (24/7,
future hardware upgrades)
Partial run and/or (re)run with additional
flagging, parameter override and other
flexibility from a file or by hand should be
built in from the start, not by many
(hacked) versions of the code
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Principles of pipelines
●

●

Pipelines can do all the nuisance and
administration, be fine-tuned for the
instrument and accumulated knowledge
(heuristics), independent of science goal
- great for calibration
Science goal for the imaging artwork (i.e.,
“science ready”) typically needs some extra
information not known to the pipeline
- limited to “reference images”
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Pipelines in the field
●

●

●

Many observatories have pipelines for a
specialized observing mode and a specific
deliverable for non-user projects
Examples:
- Sky surveys like NVSS
- Sky monitors like LWA-TV
- Piggy-back observations like VLITE
Code typically not publicly available
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Pipelines in the field
●

●

●

Observatory based pipelines for user data
need to be more general due to the
variety of observing projects, modes and
strategies, and typically attempt flagging,
calibration and “reference images”
Examples:
- EVN Calibration pipeline
- VLA CASA scripted pipeline
- ALMA pipeline
Code, documentation “available” (support?)
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Pipelines in the field
●

●

●

Observatory based pipelines for user data
need to be more general due to the
variety of observing projects, modes and
strategies, and typically attempt flagging,
calibration and “reference images”
Examples:
- EVN Calibration pipeline
- VLA CASA scripted pipeline
- ALMA pipeline – Liz in a few.
Code, documentation “available” (support?)
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Pipelines in the field
●

●

●

Pipelines delivered as part of a data
reduction package, like CASA and AIPS
for a specific array or general use
General examples in AIPS and CASA:
- VLBAPIPE/VLBARUN in AIPS
- VLARUN/DOOSRO/PIPEAIPS in AIPS
- VLA pipeline in CASA
- ALMA pipeline in CASA
Code and documentation distributed with
the package, and support is available!
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●

●
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reduction package, like CASA and AIPS
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Only general examples I know of are in
AIPS but possibly also in future CASA
releases:
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Pipelines in the field
●

●

●

Pipelines delivered as part of a data
reduction package, like CASA and AIPS
for a specific array or general use
General examples in AIPS and CASA:
- VLBAPIPE/VLBARUN in AIPS
- VLARUN/DOOSRO/PIPEAIPS in AIPS
- VLA pipeline in CASA
- ALMA pipeline in CASA (Liz!)
Code and documentation distributed with
the package, and support is available!
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Pipelines in the field
●

Private user “pipelines”
●
May be modified versions from the
previously mentioned general pipelines
●
Sometimes just a “copy/paste” script
●
For specific observations/project, may
use inflexible hard-coded parameters
●
Code may be useful for sharing
- e.g. VIPS, AIPSLite

●

None,
None including observatory and package
ones, handle polarization data well (yet)
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CASA pipelines
●
●

●

●

CASA relatively new package (well...)
Premier data reduction package for
ALMA, officially also for current VLA
Still under active development, but
pipelines are being pushed as high priority
for user (and operations)
Python scriptable
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CASA pipelines
●

Examples:
●
VLA CASA Calibration pipeline
In: VLA/archive data or ms
Aim: RFI flagging, full calibration
Out: calibrated data, QA reports
●
ALMA pipeline
In: ALMA/archive data
Aim: full calibration,
“science ready / reference images”
Out: calibrated data, “S.R.” images, QA
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AIPS pipelines
●
●
●

●
●
●

Older (35yr), mature (still evolving) package
Uses simple POPS interpreter
Full suite of visibility and image analysis
tasks supported
Kludge for OS interactions (sh, csh)
Hooks with Obit package (extra algorithms)
ParselTongue! (deep-level python scripting)
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AIPS pipelines
●

Examples:
EVN Calibration pipeline
In: EVN/archive data
Aim: flagging, some self-calibration
Out: crude 1st order maps, QA reports
VLBARUN
In: user loaded flagged VLBI/A data
Aim: full calibration
Out: calibration to maps – user pipeline!
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AIPS pipelines
●

End-to-end example:
- NRAO VLA Archive Survey (NVAS):
> 30 years of VLA archive
> mixed bag of observing runs
> user pipeline (VLARUN)
> single input parameter (data set)
> from archive to indexed web pages
! not infallible (simple flagging only)
but good starting point for next step
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AIPS pipelines
●

End-to-end example:
- NRAO VLA Archive Survey:
> 30 years of VLA archive
> mixed bag of observing runs
> user pipeline (VLARUN)
> single input parameter (data set)
> from archive to indexed web pages
! not infallible (simple flagging only)
but good starting point for next step
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In summary:
●

●

In practice pipelines (here) are similar in
goal, but each which slightly diferent input
and final data product
Ask observatories for pipelines!
→ Documentation, use, pro's and con's...

●

For end users/observers:
- Does it do what I need it to do?
- Are the data products acceptable?
- What needs to be done further for
my particular science goal?
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Design your own!
●

●

●

●

Typically starts out as digitally edited
“log” to reduce repetitive typing
Making it more flexible, e.g. by defining
the gain calibrator name as a variable
Grabbing information from the data, e.g.
number of channels to do edge flagging
Calculations, e.g. the pixel size from the
maximum baseline in wavelengths

→ sequence of instructions that needs less
fiddling when applied to new data sets
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Design your own!
●

What should it be able to do?
●
Same observations done many times
hard-coded copy/paste...

●

Same setup per source, many sources
simple script (variables change)

●

Same source per setup, many setups
complications... (frequency efects)

●

Everything including array configuration
maximum flexibility!
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Design your own!
●

What is the starting point?
●
“Raw” data from the archive

→ modify the observatory pipeline?

Observatory pipeline products
●
Reference images
●
Other (manual?) processing
What is the anticipated final product?
●
Determine success (versus “fail”)
●

●
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Design your own!
●

Method:
Define sequence of steps In->Goal->Out
Decide what can be automated:
- simple but repetitive actions
- when keeping track is important

Where to put stopping points
- pause for inspection checks
- manually adjust/require input

●

Formalize when each step is done & OK
- go/no-go decisions
- report results/plots in each step
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Perspectives and expectations
●

Observatories want their users to publish
and will help to achieve this:

provide pipelines and infrastructure for data
reduction; you focus on the science

●

New capabilities and insight, new heuristics:
pipelines remain under development

●

Because of the general approach, you need
to decide whether the product is sufficient
Products are on best efort basis
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Caution!
●

●

●

Pipelines can only do what they are
designed to do
Pipelines cannot correct for bad
observing conditions (rfi, weather,
hardware, observing strategy/errors)
Be aware of each pipeline's limitations
(designer should expose these)
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Caution!
●

Pipelines are great, but typically are not
tuned to your science requirements!

May do a good job, but you might do better
with the proper investment

●

●

Reprocessing might be an option (or not)
Observations should ideally be set up with
pipeline processing in mind
Probably best to keep it simple
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Aim
●

●

●

Radio interferometry data sets are
becoming complex and huge, and
increasingly cumbersome to deal with
Pipelines are already being widely used
to process (radio interferometry) data
Pipelines save a lot of time, but each
have their pro's and con's
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